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 Near-Rationality, Heterogeneity, and Aggregate

 Consumption

 IT IS WELL KNOWN that when applied to nondurables con-

 sumption, the simplest form of the Permanent Income (PIH) model (Hall 1978) does

 not survive formal hypothesis testing. Simply put, there is more serial correlation on

 aggregate consumption than is implied by the PIH model. Alternatively, in income

 space, there is excess smoothness to income innovations and excess sensitivity to

 lagged income (Deaton 1987; Campbell and Deaton 1989).l These findings have

 led to a large number of potential explanations. To name a few, over the last decade

 attention has focused on models that shorten the effective horizon of consumers ei-

 ther through liquidity constraints (Flavin 1981; Hayashi 1982; Campbell and Man-

 kiw 1989) or life cycle aspects (Clarida 1991; Gali 1991), models that emphasize

 potential correlations between income shocks and changes in the intertemporal mar-

 ginal rate of substitution of consumption (Christiano 1987; Caballero 1990; Heaton

 1991), models that challenge the "maintained" statistical properties about the aggre-

 gate income process (Diebold and Rudebusch 1991) or consumption process (Chris-

 tiano, Eichenbaum, and Marshall 1991; Heaton 1991; Ermini 1991), and models

 where individual agents have superior information relative to the econometrician

 (West 1988; Campbell and Deaton 1989; Quah 1990).

 In this paper I offer another potential explanation of the departure between the

 path of actual consumption and PIH consumption: that heterogeneous agents do not
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 update their individual nondurables consumption patterns continuously.2 However,

 contrary to the case of durable goods where such behavior can be justified by the

 presence of large transaction costs (Lam 1991; Grossman and Laroque 1990; Bar-

 Ilan and Blinder 1992; Bertola and Caballero 1990; Caballero 1993; Eberly 1993;

 and Beaulieu 1993), nondurable consumption patterns are unlikely to be affected by

 such costs, at least in significant amounts. This imposes an additional constraint on

 the infrequent actions explanation for aggregate nondurables puzzles: the cost of

 such inaction must be small in utility terms. Thus, I explore whether microeconomic

 near-rationality in the Akerlof-Yellen (1985) sense has the potential to generate ag-

 gregate consumption dynamics similar to those observed in actual U.S. data.3

 The empirical section proceeds in two steps: It first estimates a nonrepresentative

 agent version of an Akerlof-Yellen-type model, without imposing the constraint

 that individual consumers' utility losses be small; and asks whether such a model

 can account for the short-run behavior of aggregate consumption. It then returns to

 the initial motivation of microeconomic consumption policies, and asks whether the

 utility losses implied by the estimates are indeed smallv The answer to these two

 questions turns out to be affirmative. First, the model simultaneously explains the

 observed excess smoothness of consumption to wealth innovations and the excess

 sensitivity of consumption to lagged income changes. It also explains conditional

 asymmetries found in the data: in good times, consumers respond more promptly to

 positive than to negative wealth stocks, while the opposite is true in bad times. And

 second, the estimated dollar-equivalent utility cost of the near-rational micro-

 economic strategy is only about 0.03^y percent of consumption per year, where y is

 the coefficient of relative risk aversion.

 Section 1 presents the microeconomic model and its connection with aggregate

 outcomes. The results are presented in section 2, and section 3 computes the im-

 plied microeconomic utility loss. Final remarks are provided in section 4

 1. THE MODEL

 There is a large number of consumers, approximated by a continuum, and in-

 dexed by i E [O, 1]. I assume that if individuals updated their consumption patterns

 continuously, their level of consumption would be proportional to their wealth. I call

 this level of consumption the Permanent Income Level (PIH).4 Thus,

 2. For the reader wondering why we need another explanation of the rejections of the basic PIH, I cite
 Lucas' argument for the nonredundancy of his (1989) monetary nonneutrality paper: "Because to para-
 phrase Tolstoy's observation about happy and unhappy families, complete market economies are all
 alike, but each incomplete market economy is incomplete in its own individual way."

 3. See Cochrane (1989) for a nice demonstration that the observed aggregate departures from PIH
 involve only second-order losses for a representative agent. In contrast to his paper, I assume here that
 there is no perfect insurance of idiosyncratic risk. It is also important to note that I am not looking for the
 microeconomic policy that minimizes individual losses given the aggregate path of consumption, but just
 assessing the potential relevance of a particular, but compelling, form of near-rationality.

 4. A simple (but not the only) model that delivers this is the certainty-equivalent model with the dis-
 count rate equal to the interest rate.
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 c*(t) = Ai + hi(t), (1)

 where ci* is the logarithm of PIH consumption, Ai is the logarithm of the marginal

 propensity to consume out of wealth, and hi is the logarithm of wealth. All of these
 refer to individual i at time t.

 I assume that the logarithm of actual consumption by (near-rational) individual i,

 ci(t), on the other hand, remains constant most of the time and is reset only when

 zi(t)-ci(t)-c*(t) reaches a lower trigger point L or an upper trigger point U.s To

 simplify the exposition, I assumed that L = - U and that when either of the trigger
 points is reached, zi(t) is brought back to zero.6 7

 From the definition of zi as the log-departure (percentage deviation) between actu-

 al and PIH consumption, it is possible to express the rate of growth of individual i's

 consumption (equal to zero, except at a measure zero set of points in time when it is

 infinite) as follows:

 dvi(t) = dc*(t) + dzi(t) .

 Multiplying each side of this equation by (xi(t), the share of individual i's consump-

 tion in aggregate consumption, integrating over i, and rearranging, yields

 dC(t) = dC*(t) + to dZi(t) di + t ((Xi(t)-ot*(t)) dc*(t) di

 rl
 + J (oti(t)- l)dzi(t) di,

 where capital letters denote aggregates (for example, dC represents the rate of

 growth of aggregate consumption), and (x* is the share of individual i's PIH con-

 sumption in PIH aggregate consumption. Assuming that the rates of growth of indi-

 viduals' PIH consumption are orthogonal to the difference between their shares in

 actual and PIH consumption, and that the changes in individuals' disequilibria are

 also independent of their shares in actual consumption, we obtain a simpler expres-

 sion for aggregate consumption growth:

 5. Actual consumption being constant between adjustments is just a convenient simplification. It is
 trivial to extend the model to the case where when not adjusted discretely consumption grows at a
 positive and constant rate, or even at a stochastic rate as long as this growth rate does not exactly match
 the (stochastic) rate of growth of PIH consumption.

 6. These symmetry assumptions are harmless for the purpose of this paper; see Caballero (1992). In
 the empirical and utility-loss computation sections, however, I center the inaction interval around the
 constant that makes the sample averages of aggregate PIH and actual consumption equal, which is a weak
 (long-run average) budget constraint.

 7. Of course, the specific form of this near-rational microeconomic rule need not be taken literally.
 Having fixed barriers is merely a mathematical simplification of the idea that as consumers get further
 away from their PIH consumption levels, on average, they are more likely to update their actual con-
 sumption level. See Caballero and Engel (1992) for a discussion of this point.
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 dC(t) = dC*(t) + dZ(t),

 where, after exchanging derivatives and integrals,

 rl
 dZ(t)-d I zi(t) di .

 Thus, dZ represents the change in the average departure of (the log of) actual and

 PIH consumption across all individuals. Letting f (z, t) represent the cross-sectional

 density of zis at time t permits us to write dZ as

 ru

 dZ(t) = d t zf (z, t) dz,

 or

 ru

 dZ(t) = J zdf(z, t) dz . (2)

 This says that the dynamic difference between the aggregate rate of consumption

 growth and its PIH counterpart can be described in terms of the changes in the cross-

 sectional density of the zis. Alternatively, one can describe the path of aggregate

 consumption directly through the gross flows of microeconomic units upgrading and

 downgrading their consumption patterns:

 dC(t) = P(t)-M(t), (3)

 where P(t) and M(t) are the consumption upgrading and downgrading flows, respec-

 tively. The connection between equations (2) and (3) arises from the fact that the

 evolution of P(t) and M(t) is closely related to the evolution of the cross-sectional

 density of the zis. In order to describe this connection more fully, one needs to make

 the properties of the driving processes explicit. For this, let each individual's PIH

 consumption be described by the process:

 dvi*(t) = Odt + ¢dWi(t), (4)

 where Wi is a standard Brownian motion such that E[dWi(t)dWj(t)] = (ff2lv2)dt for

 {j 7& i; j E [O, 1]}. The parameters 0, C2, and C2 are the aggregate drift, and aggre-

 gate and total (the sum of aggregate and idiosyncratic) variances, respectively.

 Since Brownian motions are continuous processes, the upgrading flow in a time-

 interval dt, starting at t, P(t), must be a function of the number of consumers in the

 "neighborhood" of the lower trigger barrier,-U, at time t. No unit is "at"-U since

 this is a trigger point, thus the leading term defining the neighborhood is the first
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 (right) derivative of the density at-U, fz(-U, t)+ . How deep is the neighborhood
 (how many units are "close" to - U) and how many of these units reach the trigger
 point in the time-interval dt is determined by the quadratic variation of Brownian
 motion (the "shakeout"), (ff212)dt; the larger is ff the deeper is the neighborhood,
 and about half of these units will move in the direction of the barrier in a small time
 interval. The upgrading flow is then obtained by multiplying the number of upgrad-
 ing consumers by the size of their adjustment, U. This yields

 P(t) = U 2 fz(-U, t)+ dt .

 A similar derivation shows that

 M(t) = -U 2 fz(U, t)- dt .

 Thus, the actual rate of growth of aggregate nondurables consumption is8

 dC(t) = U 2 {tz(-U, t)+ +tz(U, t)-}dt, (5)

 which can be compared with the equation describing the aggregate rate of growth
 under the PIH, obtained from integrating equation (4):

 dC*(t) = Odt + vAdWA(t) v (6)

 with WA(t) a standard Brownian motion.

 Equations (S) and (6) show that the rates of growth of actual and PIH consump-
 tion dC and dC*, respectively are described by very different mechanisms. The
 latter results from aggregating the infinitesimal changes of all units in the economy,
 while the former corresponds to the sum of large changes in the consumption patterns
 of an infinitesimal fraction of the population. The key elements to determine in equa-
 tion (S) are the derivatives of the cross-sectional density at its boundaries,tz(- U, t)+
 andfz(U, t)-. I postpone the formal description of these terms until the appendix. In
 what follows I provide an informal discussion of the behavior of such derivatives,
 which I use to summarize the main empirical implications of the model.

 The Mechanism

 In order to clarify the mechanism underlying the basic results, let me use a for-
 mally implausible but useful example.9 Imagine that the economy has not had an

 8. See Propositions 2 and 3 in Caballero (1993) for a formal derivation of a similar equation in the
 context of durable goods.

 9. It is formally implausible in the sense that the path described cannot be generated by a Brownian
 motion. It corresponds, instead, to a momentary change in the drift of the PIH consumption process.
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 FIG. 1. Cross-sectional Densities

 aggregate surprise for a long time, so f(z, t) has converged to a density like that
 depicted by the solid curve in Figure 1, where the skewness is due to the presence of
 a positive drift in consumers' wealth (0 > O). l° In this steady state dZ(t) = O, dC(t)
 = dC*(t) = Odt, andfz(-U)+ > |tz(U)-l (solid tangents), which says that the
 positive steady-state rate of consumption growth is supported by a larger fraction of
 consumers upgrading their consumption patterns than by consumers downgrading
 theirs. 1 1

 Now assume that this economy is followed by a sequence of positive and constant
 aggregate shocks: CAdWA(r) = (o(dt) > O. This causes an immediate jump of PIH
 consumption growth to the new rate dC*(t) = Odt + . The rate of growth of actual
 consumption, on the other hand, only picks up slowly as more and more units
 approach the barrier that triggers upward changes, and fewer approach the down-
 grading barrier. In terms of equation (5), the slopes of the cross-sectional density at
 the boundaries indexing the number of consumers altering their consumption
 patterns change slowly over time. In this process while the slopes change suffi-
 ciently to match the PIH rate of consumption growth part of the "force" of the new
 driving force is absorbed by the shift in the cross-sectional density (and slopes at the
 boundaries), which induces excess smoothness of aggregate consumption to wealth
 innovations.

 The other prominent fact about consumption, excess sensitivity, is best under-

 10. If the no-action microeconomic policy is to let consumption grow at the rate 0' instead of zero, the
 relevant drift for the density is (0-0').

 11. Notethatf (-U)+ = |tz(U)-| + 20/(U(J2).
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 stood by terminating the expansion;l2 in this case dC* falls immediately back to Odt,

 while dC returns to its old level more slowly as the "abnormally" large (small) num-

 ber of units close to the upgrading (downgrading) barrier introduces inertia. The

 return of the slopes of the cross-sectional density at the boundaries back to those of

 the solid line in Figure 1 illustrates this. That is, excess sensitivity results from the
 slow use of the "force" absorbed (stored) by the cross-sectional density during the
 expansion.

 The same example can be used for the case in which there is an initial contraction,

 showing that excess smoothness and excess sensitivity occur in both directions.

 Further Implications

 In addition to excess smoothness and sensitivity features, the model has more

 subtle implications arising from the rich dynamics generated by the endogenous

 evolution of the cross-sectional density. The magnitude and timing of the response

 of consumption to wealth innovations depend on the shape of the cross-sectional

 density at each point in time, which depends on the stochastic environment faced by
 consumers and on the path of aggregate shocks in particular.

 For example, if the economy has been experiencing a sequence of positive

 shocks, most consumers are likely to be grouped on the upgrading half of their state

 space. 13 This translates into a cross-sectional density with shape as depicted by the

 solid curve in Figure 2, where the value of Z(t), denoted by Zl in the figure, is very

 low. At this point, a further reduction in Z(t) is very difficult since the distribution to

 the left of the target/return point approaches a uniform distribution, which is easily
 shown to be invariant to positive aggregate shocks (see Caplin and Spulber 1987).

 This limit uniform distribution has the property that the fraction of consumers up-

 grading their consumption patterns after a positive (continuous) aggregate shock

 Bl which leads to a change in PIH consumption equal to Sl is equal to AHIU,

 and since the size of their change is U, the product of these two quantities is approx-

 imately Bl, precisely the PIH response. This limit is never literally reached; how-

 ever it suggests that when Z(t) is low, consumption satisfying C(t) = C*(t) +

 Z(t) is unlikely to exhibit much excess smoothness with respect to a new positive

 wealth shock. Conversely, actual consumption should respond very little to a nega-

 tive change in wealth, since most of this would be absorbed by the increase in Z(t),

 owing to the change in the shape of the cross-sectional density. Exactly the opposite

 happens if the economy has been experiencing a sequence of negative wealth

 shocks, so that the initial cross-sectional density looks like the dashed curve in Fig-
 ure 2 (with mean Z2)

 Figure 3 illustrates the response of consumption to changes in PIH consumption

 (due to changes in wealth) for different histories of aggregate shocks. The 45° line

 12. For a clear distinction between the excess smoothness and sensitivity findings, see Campbell and
 Deaton (1989).

 13. See the discussion in terms of the slopes at the trigger barriers in the previous section. Also see
 Caballero (1993) for an extensive discussion of the relation between the shape of the cross-section distri-
 bution and aggregate dynamics in a two-sided (S, s) model similar to that presented here.
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 depicts the PIH responses, while the dashed and solid lines portray the responses as
 indicated by a near-rational model simulated with the parameters found in the empir-
 ical section and shown in Table 1 below. The solid line corresponds to a case in
 which consumption has been growing very fast (4 percent per quarter) for some
 time. The increasing slope of this curve shows that in good times there is more
 excess smoothness to negative than to positive changes. Exactly the opposite occurs
 in a case in which consumption has been declining for a long time at the rate
 of 4 percent per quarter. This is illustrated by the short-dashed line. Finally, the
 long-dashed line represents an intermediate case where the responses are fairly
 symmetric.

 2. RESULTS

 The model presented until now has the potential to account for the short-run be-
 havior of aggregate consumption. The purpose of this section is to find out whether
 the correlations it generates are actually close to those present in U.S. data and to
 estimate the basic parameters of the model. The latter will be used in the next sec-
 tion to compute the implicit utility loss for near-rational agents.

 This section is subdivided into three parts. The first part characterizes the PIH
 part of the model, C*. The second part focuses on the dynamic part of the model, on
 Z, and provides estimates of the inaction index, U, and of the amount of micro-
 economic level uncertainty, v. The final part of this section presents consumption
 facts and discusses the consistency of these facts with the model's implications.

 I choose U.S. nondurable goods consumption in 1982 dollars (GCN82) divided
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 by population (GPOP) as the basic consumption series to be explained. The income
 measure corresponds to U.S. disposable income (GYD82) in 1982 dollars, divided
 by population. I also use U.S. total consumption expenditures in 1982 dollars
 (GC82) to construct the savings rate, which is an input in the forecasting equation
 used to construct a measure of PIH consumption. All series are quarterly from
 1955:1 to 1990:1 and were obtained from CITIBASE (keywords in parenthesis).

 The PlH Consumption Process

 Aggregating the first difference version of (1), yields

 rl
 dC*(t) = J oti*(t)dhi(t) di,

 or

 dC*(t) = dH(t), (8)

 where dH is the rate of growth of aggregate wealth.

 Using Campbell and Deaton's (1989, p. 360) log-linearized representation of the
 consumption process as implied by the simplest PIH model, I construct an empirical
 counterpart to equation (8):

 \C*+ (r _ >) eYt-C, E (1 + p) i (Et+,-E,) AY,+i, (9)
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 where l\ is the quarterly change operator, r is the interest rate, p is the discount rate,

 Yt is the logarithm of per capita disposable income, > is the unconditional expected

 value in the change of Yt, and Ex represents the expectation condition on the infor-

 mation available at time x.

 In order to construct an estimate of the revision of the expectation term in equa-

 tion (9), I follow Campbell (1987) and Campbell and Deaton (1989), and estimate a

 VAR for the joint income growth-savings rate process. 14 The savings rate, St, iS

 constructed by subtracting total per capita consumption expenditures (scaled to

 make the savings rate stationary)ls from per capita disposable income, and dividing

 by the latter.

 The estimated first order VAR (removing constants) is

 r I\YtA r 0.069 -0.01738 rI\Yt-l j + rultA

 \ St / \-0.096 0.846 J \ St_l J Vu2tJ

 Denoting the matrix of coefficients by A, the vector of estimated residuals by ut, the

 identity matrix by I, and letting el-[1, 0], we have

 00

 E (1 + p)-i (Et+l-Et)l\Yt+i = el (I-A/(1 + p))-l ut .
 i=l

 Replacing this expression in equation (9), assuming r = p = 0.06 and imposing the

 constraint that average PIH consumption be equal to average disposable income,

 yields an estimate for the path of the rate of growth of PIH consumption. Since the

 consumption measure to be explained includes only nondurables, a subcategory of

 total consumption expenditures, I adjust for secular changes in expenditure alloca-

 tion by renormalizing the average rate of growth of PIH consumption to match the

 average rate of growth of nondurables consumption: dC* = dC. The quarterly stan-

 dard deviation of the PIH consumption series so constructed is 0.014, which is

 about 85 percent larger than the standard deviation of the rate of growth of actual

 consumption (0.0075). The estimated PIH series, dC*, is the aggregate shock which

 drives the key stochastic partial differential equation tracing the path of the cross-

 section distribution of disequilibria. This partial differential equation is described in

 the next paragraph.

 Dynamics

 The next step is to estimate equation (5). The key ingredients of this equation are

 U, (r, and the path of the slopes of the cross-sectional density at the boundaries. The

 latter is the most difficult and time-consuming part of the problem, since it requires

 14. Including the savings rates in the VAR is a very efficient way to include information about future
 changes in income not captured by a univariate income process (see Campbell 1987).

 15. See Campbell (1987). The scaling coefficient is 1.0986.
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 TABLE 1

 ESTIMATES

 U ff R zz R xC

 5 7 7-4 0.71 0.47

 (1.2) (1.6)

 Noa ES Standard errors are In parentheses. Entrles are In percents. except for the R 's Sample: 55 1-90 1 (but the first ten observatlons are
 not Included In the sum of squared reslduals to reduce the Impact of Inltlal condltlons)

 one to track down the path of the cross-sectional density; this amounts to solving the

 following stochastic partial differential equation:

 df(z, t) = fz(z t) dC*(t) + 'J2 fzZ(Z t) dt,

 subject to the boundary conditions: f(-U, t) = f(U, t) = O, f(O, t)+ = f(O, t)- and

 fz(O t)+-fz(Os t)- = fz(U t)--fz(-U, t)+, for each combination of parameters,
 U and a. The estimation procedure minimizes the sum of squared differences be-

 tween actual consumption growth and the outcome of equation (5) by searching

 over combinations of U and a. The appendix describes this procedure in detail.

 The results are presented in Table 1. The first column shows that, on average,

 individual agents let their consumption patterns depart from the level of consump-

 tion indicated by the PIH by up to 6 percent before updating their patterns. The

 second column shows that the standard deviation of total uncertainty faced by indi-

 viduals (relevant for nondurables purchases) is about 8 percent per year. These esti-

 mates of uncertainty do not seem out of the range of microeconomic evidence (see

 Hall and Mishkin 1982; MaCurdy 1982). The last two columns illustrate the fit of

 the model. It is apparent that the model explains a large fraction of the dynamic

 behavior of the discrepancy between actual and PIH consumption, AZ, and of actual

 consumption growth. 16 The properties of the estimated consumption path are com-

 pared to those of the path of actual and PIH aggregate consumption in the next

 section.

 Facts and Findings

 Table 2 presents the basic (linear) facts (column 1) and the corresponding impli-

 cations of the model (column 2). The coefficients 3iXH show the average response of

 actual and estimated consumption growth to (unexpected) changes in wealth. These

 16. The likelihood is relatively flat along a ray where both U and ff rise. This makes the particular
 estimates of these parameters fairly unrobust to changes in the value assumed for interest and discount
 rates. If one eliminates this identification problem by fixing the estimate of uncertainty at the level ob-
 tained for p = r = 0.06, however, the main conclusions are robust to changes in p and r. The index of
 inaction, U, is essentially unchanged for large values of these parameters, and rises to only 7 percent
 when p = r = 0.04. The aggregate and welfare implications of these estimates are indistinguishable.

 Given the identification problem mentioned above, the standard errors reported in table 1 are suspect.
 For this reason, I prefer to take the conservative view that the results presented show that one can cali-
 brate the model to explain most aggregate consumption facts, rather than as precise estimates.
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 TABLE 2

 BASIC FACTS AND RESULTS

 ac ac

 ,B2S,, 0-387 0-565
 (0.034) (0.030)

 ,B/\Y(-I) 0* 157 0.207
 (0.068) (0.082)

 NOTES: Standard errors are in parentheses. The coefficlents ,B,, and ,B=y(_ I) are obtalned In separate regresslons (these include constants).
 Sample: 58:3-90:1.

 TABLE 3

 ASYMMETRIES

 ac ac

 13flex 0.49 0.64
 (0.06) (°-°S)

 WBr;gl 0. 34 0.5 3
 (0.04) (0.04)

 NOTES: Standard errors in parentheses. All regresslons include a constant. Sample: 58:2-90:1.

 are obtained from simple OLS regressions of the rate of growth of consumption on
 the rate of wealth growth. Both coefficients are significantly below 1, which is the
 PIH response. This yields a measure of the excess smoothness of consumption to
 wealth changes.l7 The coefficients {3ivY(-1) highlight the other well-known fact
 about consumption: its excess sensitivity to lagged (therefore anticipated) income
 changes. Actual consumption growth is positively correlated with lagged, dispos-
 able income growth, and the same is true for the estimated model. 18
 Table 3 illustrates some of the aspects of the nonlinearities described in section 1.
 For this, I have split wealth surprises into two groups according to the slopes in
 Figure 3: The first one, denoted flex, contains the observations for which the re-
 sponse of consumption to wealth shocks is likely to be large: positive innovations in
 wealth given that the beginning of period value of Z is below its mean (given that
 previous times were very favorable), and negative changes in wealth given that the
 beginning of period value of Z is above its mean (given that previous times were
 very unfavorable). The second one, denoted rigi, contains the opposite extreme; that
 is, the observations for which the response of consumption to wealth changes is
 likely to be low: positive innovations in wealth given that the beginning of period
 value of Z is above its mean (given that previous times were very unfavorable), and
 negative changes in wealth given that the beginning of period value of Z is below

 17. This is a somewhat stronger concept of excess smoothness than the one used in the literature,
 where it is used to denote the fact that the variance of actual changes in consumption is less than the
 variance of changes in PIH consumption. Here, the ratio of actual to PIH consumption growth variances
 is 0.65. This is larger than the number obtained by Campbell and Deaton (1989), who used labor income
 instead of disposable income to construct PIH consumption. The qualitative result is the same, however.
 18. The estimate of the same coefficient for PIH consumption growth is-0.01 and nonsignificant.
 Adding a drift term to the consumption pattern, whereby average consumption growth is fully accounted
 for by planned consumption growth, leaves the results of Table 2 virtually unchanged.
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 its mean (given that previous times were very favorable). This yields the basic

 equation:

 i\ct+ 1 = (W{3t7exl [flex] + |3rigil [rigi])9Ht+ 1 , (l l )

 where

 1 [ex]-l[(9H(t + 1) > AH | Z(t) < Z)or(lSH(t + 1) < AH | Z(t) > Z)],

 1 [rigi] -- l[(AH(t + 1) > AH | Z(t) > Zor(AH(t + 1) < AH | Z(t) < Z)],

 An equation similar to (11) is used for the estimated consumption path. l9

 According to the discussion above, we would expect to observe less excess smooth-

 ness that is, a larger ,B during flex than during rigi periods. Table 3 shows that

 this is indeed the case.

 Having shown that the basic implications of the model are consistent with the

 data, it remains to show that the microeconomic utility loss of not updating con-

 sumption continuously is small. I turn to this in the next section, although the task

 should not be difficult since the inaction range estimated/calibrated in the previous

 section is already small.

 3. NEAR-RATIONALITY?

 The (present value) utility cost of following the near-rational policy for an indi-

 vidual that has current departure z(O) is equal to (the subindex i is suppressed for

 simplicity):

 rx rT+U

 J J (9(ec*(t))-9(eC*(t)+Z(t))) e-Ptg(Z, t) dz dt, (12)
 O T-U

 where T is the return point,20 chosen to set the first order-term of the departure equal

 to zero,2l t(.) is the consumer's instantaneous utility function, p is the discount

 rate, and g(z t) is the density of z at time t, conditional on z = z(O) at t = O.

 I follow Cochrane (1989) and divide the integrand in equation (12) by the corre-

 sponding marginal utility evaluated at the PIH consumption level. This transforms

 the utility value expression into a dollar-equivalent expression. Dividing the inte-

 grand again, now by PIH consumption, one transforms expression (12) into a

 weighted (by the discount factor) average of flow costs expressed in term of percent-

 19. The Nex periods are: 57:4, 58:1, 58:4, 60:1, 60:3, 60:4, 61:1, 61:3, 62:1, 62:3, 63:1, 63:2, 63:4,
 64:4, 66:4, 67:1, 67:3, 67:4, 68:3, 69:1, 70:2, 70:3, 70:4, 71:2, 71:3, 72:1, 72:2, 72:3, 72:4, 73:1, 74:3,
 76:1, 76:3, 76:4, 77:1, 77:3, 77:4, 78:2, 78:4, 79:3, 81:1, 81:2, 81:3, 81:4, 82:1, 82:2, 82:3, 84:1, 84:3,
 85:3, 86:1, 86:3, 87:3, 88:1, 89:3.

 20. Which was set to zero before for expository simplicity.

 21. This plays the role of the feasibility constraint in Cochrane's (1989) analysis.
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 age of PIH consumption sacrificed. Finally, multiplying by p one gets the annuity

 value of this present-value cost. I denote this expression by F(z(O)).

 F(z(O))-P J J ( ( t?( C*(t))( C*(t) )) e-Ptg(zX t) dz dt . (13)

 Preserving the first two terms of the Taylor expansion Of t(eC*(t)+Z(t)) around z(t) =

 O, and taking the average of F(z) over the ergodic density of z, g(z), yields an ex-

 pression for the average yearly cost in terms of percentages of PIH consumption

 due to the near-rational policy (see the appendix):

 rT+U rT+U

 G--JT- U F (z) g(z) dz JT- U ( 1-ez) + 2 (ez- 1)2 ) g(z) dz ,

 where y is the coefficient of relative risk aversion. And since T is chosen so as to

 satisfy the budget constraint (weak form), f (eZ - l )g(z)dz = O, G reduces to

 rT+u

 G = Y J (ez- 1)2 g(z) dz . (14) 2 T U

 Evaluating this expression at the parameters found in the empirical section of the

 paper yields

 G = 0.0003^y,

 an extremely small number for reasonable values of y. This ties the argument of the

 paper: Not only a nonrepresentative agent/discontinuous action microeconomic pol-

 icy can generate aggregate dynamics consistent with the behavior of U.S. nondur-

 ables consumption, but also the degree of inaction required to do so imposes very

 small costs on individual consumers.22

 4. FINAL REMARKS

 The model presented in the paper provides a structural interpretation of the main

 features of aggregate consumption. Excess smoothness and sensitivity arise natu-

 rally from the endogenous evolution of the cross-sectional density of individuals'

 short-run deviations from the PIH. The endogenous nature of the cross-sectional

 22. Which obviously implies that if one is to justify the model in terms of adjustment costs rather
 near-rationality, these costs can be made quite small. The small size of the welfare loss required to gener-
 ate significant implications for aggregate dynamics is consistent with Dixit's (1991) argument that small
 adjustment costs can lead to substantial inaction.
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 distribution also determines that the aggregate departure from the PIH varies over
 the business cycle, enriching the characterization of postwar U.S. data.

 Within the framework discussed in the paper, heterogeneity plays a key role. Id-
 iosyncratic shocks do not wash away because microeconomic consumption policies
 are nonlinear. In this context, information about the cross-section distribution of
 consumers' departures (the zis) helps explaining the path of aggregate consumption.
 In the absence of microeconomic data, however, one needs to make a "guess" on the
 path of the cross-sectional distribution. This defines a "distribution" extraction prob-
 lem, which is what I have done when estimating the model. The estimates suggest
 that on average consumers keep their consumption levels within 6 percent of their
 PIH consumption level, and that they face uncertainty about the driving forces of
 their PIH nondurables consumption of about 8 percent per year.

 Despite occasional microeconomic departures from PIH consumption as large as
 6 percent (when z is close to the barriers), the implied average cost of the micro-
 economic policy is extremely small: about 0.03^y percent of PIH consumption.
 In short, near-rational microeconomic consumers in the Akerlof-Yellen (1985)
 sense generate aggregate dynamics consistent with U.S. postwar nondurables
 consumption data.

 APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF EQUATION (S)

 This section of the appendix begins with the observation that the diffusion-
 forward Kolmogorov equation associated to the controlled Brownian motion Zi, with
 driving process described by equation (4), is

 dh(z, t) = 2 hzz(z, t) dt + Ohz(z, t) dt, (A1)

 subject to the initial condition:

 h(z, O) = h(z),

 and the boundary conditions:

 h(-U, t) = h(U, t) = O,

 h(O, t)+ = h(O, t)-

 and

 hz(O, t)+-hz(O, t)- = hz(U, t)--hz(-U, t)+,

 where h(z, t) is the probability density of zi at time t, conditional on the information
 available at time zero. The first two boundary conditions reflect the fact that-U and
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 U are trigger points, the third one is a condition of continuity at zero. The last one is

 a conservation law which is the continuous state space equivalent of a simple dis-

 crete state space (regulated random walk) statement: the density at the return point is

 equal to (weighted by appropriate probabilities) the density in the contiguous states

 plus the density near the trigger points.

 Iff(z, O) = h(z) and there are no aggregate shocks, a direct application of the

 Glivenko-Cantelli theorem determines that (A1) and its boundary conditions also

 describe the path of the cross-sectional densityf(z, t). Although this step is not di-

 rectly applicable here because there are aggregate shocks ((TA > O), Proposition 1 in

 Caballero (1993) shows that similar argument holds conditional on the realization

 of aggregate shocks. In this case the boundary conditions remain unchanged, but

 the partial diSerential equation (A1) is replaced by the stochastic partial differential

 equation:

 df(z, t) = 2 fzz(Z t) dt + fz(z, t) dC*(t) . (A2)

 LEMMA A1: Let f(z, t) denote the cross-sectional density at time t, satisfying the

 boundary conditions described above for h(z, t), and evolving according to (A2),

 then:

 ru

 J fz(z, t) dz = O, (a)

 ru

 J fzz(z, t) dz = O, (b)

 ru

 l u Zfz(ZX t) dz = -1 , (c)

 ru

 J zfzz(z, t) dz = U{fz(-U, t)+ + fz(U, t)-} . (d)

 PROOF: Parts (a) and (b) are proved by integrating (A2) with respect to z between

 -U and U, noticing that the integral of the left-hand side is zero for all t and that the

 diffusion term in dC* cannot be offset by any other term in the equation. Parts (c)

 and (d) follow directly from integration by parts, and using the boundary conditions

 and parts (a) and (b) of this lemma. Q.E.D.

 It is now straightforward to obtain equation (5). For this note that

 ru

 dC(t) = dC*(t) + dZ(t) = dC*(t) + A zdf(z, t) dz .
 -u
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 Replacing (A2) in the last expression, yields:

 dC(t) = dC*(t) + 2 dt |-u Ztzz(Z t) dz + dC*(t) |-u Zf(ZX t) dz (A3)

 Equation (S) is obtained by using Lemmas (lc) and (ld) in (A3):

 dC(t)= U 2 {gz(-U, t)+ +gz(U, t)-}dt

 APPENDIX B: ESTIMATION OF EQUATION (S)

 The difficulty of estimating equation (S) is due to the presence of the slopes
 fz(-U, t)+ andfz(U, t)- . The value of these slopes at t, however, depends not only
 on the realization of aggregate and idiosyncratic shocks, but also on the shape of the
 cross-sectional density inside the interval (-U, U) in previous periods. In other
 words, in order to characterize the boundaries of the cross-sectional density over
 time, one needs to track down the path of the entire density. This is the strategy
 followed in the paper.

 For each pair (U, (X), and the realization of the aggregate path {Ct*}t20, equation
 (A2) determines a path of a simulated cross sectional density,f(z, t), wheref(z, O) is
 taken as given and equal to the corresponding "steady-state" density (defined as the
 density that solves (A1) with dh(z, t) = O). In order to reduce the impact of the
 initial distribution, the first ten observations are excluded from the sum of squared
 residuals. The estimation procedure consists in searching over U and (n until finding
 the pair (U, (X) that minimizes the sum of squared departures between the rate of
 growth of actual and PIH consumption.

 The realization of {C*}t20 is not observed (estimated) continuously, but only at
 quarterly frequency. Instead of solving an extremely cumbersome filtering problem,
 I take the change in C* during a quarter to be homogeneously distributed within the
 quarter. In this case the Fourier representation of the density at time t is (see Cabal-
 lero 1993)

 f(z, t) g(z; ot) + E e-ff2/2[(s2n2/U2)+(0t2/ff4)] A (t)w (z t)
 nzO

 where the time unit is a quarter, ot-I\Ct* g(z; ot) iS the "steady state" density
 achieved if ot remains constant forever:

 1 l -entU if -U ' z ' O

 g(Z; ot) = -uffl
 e-ntz-e-tU if O < z < U,

 1 -e-TltU
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 with nt-20t/C2,

 * tnTr 0 (e-(nt/2)Z if -U < z < O
 w (z, t) = sln t U Z y l e-(Xt/2)(Z-u)( _ l)n+ 1 if O < z _ U,

 and, finally,

 2 ru
 n ) U(1 + entu) J_U entzWn(z t)f(zS t- 1) dz

 APPENDIX C: DERIVATION OF G

 A simple application of the Law of Iterated Expectations determines that

 oT+U

 G-J F(z)g(z) dz
 T-U

 = p J J (5U(e JU?( *(t))(e*(t) )) e-Ptg(Z) dz dt . (A4)

 Keeping the first two terms of a Taylor expansion of t(ec (t)+z(t)) around z(t) = O,
 yields

 Gu?(ec*(t))(ec*(t) )) = ((1-ez) + 72 (ez- 1)2) -Y(z) . (AS)

 Replacing (AS) in (A4) and rearranging, yields

 rx rT+U

 G = p J e-Pt dt J Y(z)g(z) dz .
 O T-U

 Equation (14) in the paper follows immediately from this expression after imposing

 the feasibility constraint, (1-eZ)g(z)dz = O.

 The explicit expression for g(z) is obtained from the solution to the Kolmogorov

 equation (A1) (with its boundary conditions) when dh(z, t) = O, and it corresponds

 to g(z; 0).
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